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Franz West,
Clamp, 1995

Collección de Arte Contemporáneo Fundación
‘La Caixa’; Cecilia Illa Malvehy

Kröller-Müller Museum; Sanneke Stigter

According to the artist’s statement, this work explores the ways in which

The Clamp is an environment that is based on the artist’s former studio with

perception of movement affects our perception of space, and our sense of

the actual floor of his studio included. Colourful objects made out of painted

belonging to a place or a social system.

plaster and papier-mâché are placed in and around the Clamp as well as

Through ten projectors, ten mirrors and ten small electric motors a continuous

benches and tables made in a style that is typical of West. The visitor can make

moving image is projected on to the walls of the gallery which surrounds the

himself at home in this ‘environmental collage’ and make a telephone call: the

spectator. The image, inspired by the events of 11 September 2001 (a sort of

walls are covered with pages from the local phonebook. Clamp is an object-

Manhattan sky line), appears and disappears every 60 seconds.

based installation characterized by interactive as well as site-related aspects.
The history of the exhibition shows that important initial features have changed

Many difficulties were encountered in maintaining the work during the exhibi-

gradually or even disappeared. It became apparent that loss of memory

tion and much time (and money) was spent ensuring the proper functioning of

and lack of documentation on the actual role and nature of both the tangible

the work. In that sense it has been the most problematic art installation within

and less tangible components that constitute the Clamp, could have led to

the Contemporary Art Collection. Slides, projector bulbs, and other spare

permanent loss of specific aspects of the installation. The research focused on

parts had to be constantly replaced, and the projectors needed to be sent for

the history and development of the work, as well as documentation combined

repair, etc. Substitution of the spare components was complicated in itself, and

with the practice of reinstalling the work to obtain a better understanding, and

furthermore that operation implies the de-synchronization of the ten projected

develop a better way of managing the artwork.

images; to re-synchronize them was quite a complicated and time-consuming

Documents of the exhibition history show how the Clamp has changed over

job. It was obvious that the original analogue projectors were not designed to

time. The installation has been put together freely on every other occasion,

be used for normal exhibition periods.

changing its constellation, which is according to the artist’s ideas. The biggest
change appeared after the first show. At that time the visitors could actually

In order to better understand what is important to preserve in this art installa-

use the telephones that were provided within the Clamp, but this feature was

tion, conservators and technicians worked closely with the artist to understand

never seen afterwards. The role of the telephone within the work is obvi-

the artist’s intention; the projected images should as far as possible be identi-

ously an important one considering the fact that some of the works are called

cal with the original ones.

‘Telephone sculptures’, there are phonebook pages on the wall, and the public

The results of this study were documented in video, photographs, texts and

was welcome to make a telephone call. The note on a Post-it in the museum

plans. Replacing the original analogue projectors by digital projectors seemed

archive stated that West had changed his instruction that ‘two telephones’ had

to be the best solution to the technical problems, since analogue technology

to be part of Clamp, because nowadays everyone has a mobile phone. Further

is about to be superseded. As more effective digital projectors are constantly

research unearthed a different text that was used during the second exhibition

being developed and new models become available at increasingly affordable

of the Clamp and that does not mention the telephones. The disappearance

prices, it does seem possible to resolve these difficulties. We are still in the

of the actual telephone(s) and the explanatory texts from the installation, the

process of selecting the best option.

history of the walls that had weakened severely once they were cut with a
jigsaw before transport to Otterlo and the reinforcement of the original floor

This case study has enabled us to explore a complex installation in detail,

panels, have all had a big impact on the character of the Clamp. The walls

working closely with the technicians and the artist to create invaluable primary

and floor can only be installed according to a certain layout without weakening

material for the future care of this work, and to resolve the technical difficul-

the material any further. The original floor tiles were fixed upside down

ties involved in this installation. The correlation of the slide projection with the

permanently, so that the paint stains referring to the artist’s studio can no

new digital projectors is quite a delicate operation that has to be very closely

longer be seen. These alterations have had a big impact on the use and

supervised by the artist, since many variables are implicated.

experience of the Clamp, but were not documented by the museum before.
Detective work in the archives has uncovered new and interesting information.
This has helped to answer some questions raised at the beginning of the
project and made it possible to reinstall the work according to the ideas of
West. Conservation treatment has been carried out on several objects and
preventative conservation measures have been taken to ensure that the various
materials do not have a damaging effect on each other. Supportive constructions are fabricated for the transportation and storage of the fragile components and guidelines for handling and installation have been developed. The
installation is thoroughly documented and it will be investigated how best to
incorporate the information within our registration system.
The conservator needs to understand the physical and the less tangible aspects
that constitute an installation, in order to consolidate the functionality of the
artwork. A sound documentation is needed that foresees future conservation
and installation problems. The artist’s ideas should be clearly defined and the
different forms in which an artwork may have existed should be documented.
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